The evolution of the
derivatives market
Is there a better way to create liquidity?

Ultimately, in a liquid market, transactions are swiftly executed
because there are many buyers and sellers.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss how the use of auction technology can increase liquidity in OTC derivatives, which in turn, may lead to greater
transparency, liquidity, and the ability to clear on a CCP. The derivatives market can be divided into two segments, over-the-counter (OTC) traded derivatives and
exchange traded derivatives. A derivatives exchange is a central exchange where people can trade “standardised” agreements of a specific quantity and quality of
a commodity or financial instrument at an agreed future date, backed by a Central Clearing Counterparty (CCP). While Exchange traded derivatives are widely
traded, they are not always as appropriate as OTC derivatives for institutional clients, due to their lack of “flexibility” and “customisation”. OTC derivatives may be,
though not always, posted to a CCP.

OTC derivatives are customisable between two

Financial derivatives – such as interest rates or

or more parties and can be executed either

equity indices – do not require the physical

directly or via brokers. All derivatives contracts
started out as OTC agreements, but, when a
product proves itself to be a ‘benchmark’,
exchanges may attempt to ‘standardise’ it, in
order to create a centralised liquid market for
a homogenous form of a derivatives product.
The primary difference between the two

“Balancing the needs
of compliance and risk
oversight is the need
to promote liquidity.”

possession of the underlying instrument. They
are ‘cash settled’ against an underlying
reference rate or index. However, commodity
derivatives (metals, agricultural products,
energy products) are often physically settled,
offering the buyer the opportunity, should they
hold the contract to expiry, to obtain the

remains standardisation versus customisation.

underlying asset.

The Derivative Markets role

The three crucial attributes that a derivatives
market must replicate to its users are as
follows; efficient, safe and liquid. It is the

Derivatives have several key roles to play in
the world economy. Firstly, they are used to
protect the holder of the underlying asset from

responsibility of market participants and
regulators to make certain these prerequisites
are upheld in order to create an orderly

price volatility, otherwise known as hedging.

marketplace. Therefore, the main concern of all

Secondly, derivatives offer the opportunity for

regulators and market participants is to limit

speculative trading either at a fundamental or a

the systemic risk to the lowest possible level.

technical level.

Balancing the needs of compliance and risk
oversight is the need to promote liquidity. A
continuous market requires liquidity (a ready
supply of buyers and sellers) to generate the
flexibility of entry and exit from a position.

”A derivatives market must
deliver efficiency, safety
and liquidity to its users.”

The role of a Clearing House

The move to electronic trading

Central Counterparty Clearing Houses (CCPs) are

The single biggest step in the evolution of derivatives

responsible for clearing and settling all trades,

exchanges was the move to electronic trading, started by

settling trade accounts, regulating delivery of the

the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) in 1992.

product, collecting initial margin (the risk

Electronic trading gained quick popularity for allowing

adjusted cost of opening a position) and variation

reduced transaction costs, greater transparency and

margin (the positive or negative cashflows from

superior market liquidity.

holding a position overnight) and reporting trade
data in the derivatives market to a Trader
Reporting House.
They are there to make sure that both parties
involved fulfil their contractual obligation, and
hence play a third-party role in every trade that
takes place. When a participant enters into a
trade, it is always with the CCP and not as often
thought, with the exchange.

Moving to present day, after the financial crash of 2008,
the state of the G20 nations were solely committed to
safeguarding the world economy and financial system.
Safeguarding OTC traded derivatives and alleviating risk
from counterparties falling through with trades was a
significant case in point, especially if the world economy
were to collapse again. In 2009 they stated that “all
standardised OTC derivatives contracts should be traded
on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, where
appropriate, and cleared through central counterparties

There has been an increasing shift in recent years

by end 2012 at the latest.” Clearing was taking place

in the OTC derivatives market to move away from

pre-financial crash but its use as a way to alleviate risk

non-cleared trades into a similar format of

greatly increased after the crash. The whole idea behind

exchanges where every trade is cleared.

this was to eventually create better market liquidity in all
derivatives markets. However, the goal set out by the
G20 has yet to be achieved.

Moving away from non-cleared trades

For example, “more than 77% and 75% of EUR-

There are examples of non-cleared segments of the

and USD-denominated interest rate contracts

Simply, non-cleared trades are derivatives trades that

derivatives market which cannot be cleared due to

were cleared by CCPs at end-June 2020, up from

are not cleared through a CCP. Therefore, non-cleared

their complete lack of liquidity. Conversely, there are

73% and 74% at end-2019, respectively” (Bank

trades are bi-lateral, where both buyers and sellers

also largely clearable segments; interest rate swaps in

for International Settlements). This issue relates

are subject to the risk of the default. The bi-lateral

particular, that can’t be cleared because of their

back to the standardised vs customised

nature of the OTC segment means that the demise /

unique economic terms. For example, interest rate

agreements on derivatives. Market participants

failure of one derivative dealer could have a

swaps with a maturity of 15-19 years. Just over 99%

may not be able to find a specific standardised

significantly adverse effect on many market

of this certain category is eligible for clearing (143,717

derivative to hedge and would prefer a tailored

participants. However, a CCP does not only offer their

outstanding clearable transactions against 3,350

product. Clearly the issue with non-cleared OTC

services to exchange traded products. Banks can offer

transactions in currencies that could not be cleared).

derivatives is that there is a substantial credit

a clearing service in the form of a letter or credit.

Because of its unique economic terms, the whole

risk involved. However, according to the

segment of the interest rate swap could not be

As already stated, the CCP acts as a third party in all

International Organization for Securities

cleared, leaving a significant lack of market liquidity.

trades, takes the risk of the counterparty defaulting

Commissions (IOSCO), a sizable portion of the

Many OTC commodity and energy derivatives,

and makes certain payments are made even if

derivatives market will not be able to be cleared

specifically, also remain non-cleared. In the smaller

defaulting does occur. By using a CCP instead of bi-

as many derivative types do not fit the eligibility

OTC segments of commodity markets, there are fewer

laterally trading, the counterparty risk is reduced due

criteria to go through a clearing house. The main

transactions and the product is generally quite

to the counterbalancing positions. The trader (trading

examples, according to the International Swaps

bespoke to meet the needs of the end user. The

the derivative) will only need to make sure the certain

and Derivatives Association (ISDA), are interest

degree of customisation in each contract will make it

CCP holds enough capital to cover the trade and make

rate swaps and options, cross-currency swaps

ineligible for clearing by a central Clearing house as it

sure they can trade with other counterparties that use

and various types of equity and commodity

is not standardized, which in turn creates a lack of

that particular CCP.

swaps. There has been an increasing movement

market liquidity. Some forms of OTC equity

in the OTC derivatives market to move away

derivatives are traded non-cleared. Again, clearing is

from non-cleared trades to ensure a greater risk

harder to achieve due to the bespoke nature of the

prevention and to create better market liquidity.

products.

A large section of the OTC market is still non-cleared
and continues to play a vital role in every industry.
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Benefits
of clearing
Case
Study
The crucial benefit that central counterparties provide is alleviating
counterparty risk, an issue which can’t be relieved through non-cleared OTC
trading. A CCP’s default protections limits the failure of one of the
counterparties in a trade acting out the deal. CCPs also increase market
transparency. They achieve this by maintaining transaction records of
trades, including counter-party identities and notional amounts. They also
provide same day trade reporting. Ultimately, all of the opaqueness of the
OTC derivatives market can be improved through having a clearing
requirement.
The benefit of using a CCP truly comes into fruition when there is a critical
mass of contracts, hence why they need to be standardised for this to be
facilitated. Posting daily pricing updates will help market liquidity and assure
that prices are representative. With the example given above, interest rate
swaps will be seen to move through clearing in the near future because of
how lucrative the clearing system has become and with regulation changes
in accordance with MiFID II. But there are still a couple of segments in the
derivatives markets which will struggle to move through a clearing-based
system for example; commodity and equity derivatives due to the highly
customised nature of the contracts.

Case Study

Liquidity – is it as important in a
discrete (auction-based) exchange
as it is in a continuous market?

A well cited example of where one of these

The real benefits of moving a marketplace onto an

market attributes was not present is the Black

online auction-based trading system are as follows;

Sea grains market set up by the CME. Despite

o Lower cost than continuous exchange.

careful consultation with the trading community,

o Can be run for a discrete period of time and

and a promise to provide liquidity, market
Successfully and efficiently matching buyers and

players opted to stay away and continue to

sellers is what will inevitably create a more liquid

transact through more traditional paper

market. Combining a physical marketplace with an

contracts. It is beyond the scope of this article

online one to create a new marketplace

why participants did not fulfil their promise to

eco-system will create a completely new pool of

trade, but the end result is the same. The

buyers and sellers that might have not been able

market was therefore not thick, with enough

to participate in that original physical market.

potential transactions at a time, in turn creating

However, when creating a new marketplace or

poor market liquidity, ultimately leading to

moving a marketplace online, it is crucial that

failure.

marketplace design is thought through. Adapted

o Uncongested (enough time for offers to be
made, accepted, rejected)
o Secure (secure to participate and to reveal
relevant preferences)
o Easy to use (low friction and clarity of pricing).

constraints of location and quality.
o Can be built hand in hand with a custom clearing
service, thus fulfilling G20 mandate.
Coupled with the ability to:
o Proactively respond to market opportunities
o Help sellers and buyers locate each other and
achieve the correct price for the goods or services
o Achieve a better price for the seller - price
o Digitise the existing trading process, making it

Sciences (2012) Alvin E Roth; a market must be:
time)

o Can respond better to the real-world market

discovery which in turn stimulates liquidity

from the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
o Thick (enough potential transactions at one

therefore will not be so liquidity hungry.

more efficient and transparent

Successfully and efficiently
matching buyers and sellers
is what will inevitably
create a more liquid market.

o Drive sales growth with a dedicated analytics
engine
o Optimise settlement
o Reduce counterparty risk through clearing
o Manage compliance through price discovery
o Easily integrate to third party solutions
o Low TCO
o Rapid ROI

Case Study - hedging swaps and
options in the derivatives market
With a vision of transforming a heavily manual and
time-consuming industry such as financial services,
NovaFori has built an OTC marketplace to increase
trade competitiveness and participation in the Crude,
Natural Gas and Liquids market.

Create Trade - Trades can be posted fast with type-

Work Bid - Trader can invite a counterparty to work a bid, to

ahead predictions and pick-lists narrowed based on

get as close as possible to the target price and volume

previous field selections

Select Winner -Trader can select a winner or end the trade at

Publish Trade - Eligible counterparties automatically

any time so counterparties are encouraged to enter their bid

notified and invited to participate in upcoming trades

early

Enter Bid - Counterparties can see all trade details,

Confirm Bid - Once a winning counterparty has been

submit / update bids and see their bid history in one

selected, they have 15 seconds to confirm their bid and accept

of buying and selling energy derivatives (fixed

clear user interface

the trade

swaps, index swaps, basis swaps and options)

Enter Mid - Option for counterparty to enter the mid

View Trade Details (Company) - Companies can view

globally, but can be applied to a wide range of

value when submitting a bid for Dodd Frank compliance

details of trades executed on their behalf

other financial assets. Key features of the

Ranking - Counterparties can see the rank of their bid

View Trade Details (Counterparty) - Counterparties can

platform we developed include the following:

relative to other bidders to increase transparency &

see all trades to which they were invited even if they didn’t

drive competitive pricing

participate or didn’t win the trade

The Solution
The purpose of the project was to build a highly
efficient software that can be used in the energy
derivatives market to run trading operations on a
daily basis. The platform streamlines the process

Conclusion
Whether you are setting up your first auction or trading platform, or replacing or enhancing an existing solution, you should
think about how to achieve liquidity of your platform before proceeding.

Combining Alvin E Roth’s marketplace attributes with an auction-based trading system could have significant benefits for an
OTC marketplace. An auction-based trading system could allow for the creation of far better liquidity in the derivatives
market, especially where clearing is harder to facilitate.
An auction-based system is put in place to create price discovery or optimise pricing in that given market by creating
competitive tension between buyers and sellers, more effectively than merely having an online system. If all market
participants from one segment of a derivatives market were to move onto an online-based auction trading system, it would be
a perfect way of benchmarking in order to create market liquidity. Non-cleared OTC trades could be forced to move online to
compete with exchange traded derivatives. In this case, an auction-based trading system would suit perfectly to create better
market liquidity and increased price discovery.

About NovaFori
We are a cutting-edge technology company based in London and Malaga,
with a decade of experience in combining business analysis, marketplace
design, development and data science. Our technology supports B2B and
B2C clients in Europe, North America and Asia, with over $11 billion GMV
transacted through our platforms since inception.

Our Platform
Our auction and trading platform, powered by data science, is deployed
across multiple industries, including commodities, financial services,
logistics and procurement. The technology platform is flexible, scalable and
modular, designed with a B2C user experience and complex product
attributes of the B2B world in mind.

Data Science

For further information, please contact our

We leverage data by using machine learning algorithms to understand

Sales & Marketing team at:

what's happening in the market, predict future trends and optimise
marketplace performance.

0800 033 7815
sales@novafori.com

www.novafori.com

